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Griz Basketball 
caps perfect 
weekend
If everything goes as planned, 
the University Center Ballroom 
will be filled with bleeding Griz 
fans today and Wednesday as they 
try to leak their way to victory 
over Montana State University in 
the Brawl of the Wild blood drive, 
said Julie Brehm of the American 
Red Cross.
The two-day drive is a vein-
to-vein grudge match that awards 
the winning school with a travel-
ing trophy and provides the local 
blood bank with its biggest drive 
of the year. 
Last year, each campus donated 
more than 200 pints of blood. 
This is the fourth year of the 
challenge. UM won the first two, 
but the Bobcats trounced the Griz-
zlies last year with a second-day 
blowout.
“Last year we lost, and hope-
fully this year, the traveling trophy 
will come back,” Brehm said.
Volunteers with the UM Advo-
cates have been working with the 
Red Cross to help spread the word 
about the event and will also be on 
hand to help register donors and 
staff the recovery room.
Blake Fisher, an Advocate co-
ordinator, said they have been pre-
paring for the event for at least a 
month.
“I have big hopes in the Griz 
and know that we can definitely 
come out on top in the blood drive 
as well as in the football game,” 
Fisher said.
Brehm said the rivalry even 
spills over to the Red Cross of-
fices. She said she hated to take 
phone calls from her counterpart 
in Bozeman last year when the 
Bobcats started to edge the Griz-
zlies out. After it was all over, she 
was a little reluctant to hand over 
the trophy.
The UM campus typically 
generates about 50 pints of blood 
per month while Bozeman scores 
around 80, so the Brawl has been 
one of the few times when Brehm 
brings in more blood.
Competition aside, Brehm said 
events like the Brawl help to add to 
the donor pool, and hopefully, in 
the next few years, it will become 
a three-day drive or last the whole 
week before the game.
Brehm said the major reasons 
people are turned away are ill-
ness or being too small. Anyone 
younger than 19 years old and un-
der 5-feet-6-inches tall should call 
1-800-737-0902 to talk to a donor 
Rose and Xerxes were the 
guests of honor, but kept to them-
selves for most of the dinner. They 
stayed in their cage by the door, 
coming out every once in a while 
to greet guests who gingerly held 
them and were more than willing 
to forgive the occasional wing-
flapping or outburst of indignant 
clucks.
Rose is a female chicken and 
Xerxes is a male Turken, which, in 
spite of the name, is not a type of 
turkey.
“It’s a type of chicken,” said 
Susan Eakins, the dinner’s host-
ess. “And it’s the closest thing that 
I have to a turkey at the moment.”
Turkey would have been more 
fitting, perhaps, since the dinner in 
question was a “gentle Thanksgiv-
ing,” where the poultry was alive 
and well, nestled by the guests in-
stead of eaten.
“She’s like a cat; she just melts 
in your arms,” said guest Heidi 
Michaelson as she cradled Rose 
and mingled with other guests.
The Thanksgiving-style pot-
luck is actually a monthly, rather 
than yearly, tradition. On the first 
Saturday of every month, New 
Dawn Montana, Eakins’s farm 
animal sanctuary in Stevensville, 
hosts a vegan potluck dinner at the 
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship 
House on McLeod Avenue.
The monthly potlucks have lit-
tle to do with the Unitarian church 
aside from the location. But the 
group teaches principles that are 
in line with the values of many 
vegans and vegetarians.
A mantle above the fireplace 
holds a plaque that reads, “We 
affirm and promote the inherent 
worth and dignity of every per-
son.” That statement, one of the 
church’s seven principles, has been 
Vegan group hosts “gentle” Thanksgiving
Kimball Bennion
Montana Kaimin
Wild drive 
pumps up
intrastate 
blood feud
Cody Bloomsburg
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Judy Moore holds Xerxes  — a rescued Turken — at the Western Montana Vegetarian Society’s first “gentle Thanksgiving.” 
Despite the name, Turkens are a breed of chicken. See VEGAN, page 12
Diversity dinner reveals forgotten movie stereotypes
See BLOOD, page 8
The cartoon Indians, their skin 
inked bright red and covered in 
war paint, beat drums and sing, 
“What makes the red man red?”
The chief’s daughter climbs 
atop a drum and starts dancing 
seductively for a young white boy 
watching with a slack-jawed look. 
When she leans into his face for 
a nose-rubbing “kiss,” another 
white female gasps in jealousy as 
the boy’s face turns beet-red from 
excitement. He leans back and 
flaps his flat palm over his mouth, 
emulating the stereotypical “woo-
woo-woo” call.
That is a scene few people re-
member from Disney’s 1953 ver-
sion of “Peter Pan,” with the fly-
ing hero himself as the young man 
getting a dance from Tiger Lily, 
the Indian chief’s daughter. 
When it played in front of a 
dinner audience in the UC Ball-
room Monday night as part of the 
Diversity Dinner, Native Ameri-
can Studies assistant professor 
Angelica Lawson said few people 
can believe that scene is even in 
the movie. Many haven’t noticed it 
before, she said.
“You get so used to seeing 
these images over and over again 
that you don’t even question it,” 
Lawson said.
And while some of her students 
have tried to blame the harsh ste-
reotypical imagery on sheer igno-
rance of the time when the film 
was made, Lawson pointed out the 
same “shocking” scene remained 
when it was re-released in 1994.
The dinner, hosted by LISTEN, 
an ASUM-sponsored group work-
ing to raise awareness of Native 
American issues, examined clips 
of several popular films that up-
held sometimes racist stereotypes 
of Native Americans throughout 
the 20th century.
Lisa Irene DeCelles, a Native 
American student majoring in cre-
ative writing, said she finds the 
Peter Pan scene disturbing. She 
said she has had more than her fair 
share of unwanted attention from 
white men due to the negative im-
ages cartoons like that convey.
“The stereotype I feel is that 
we’re more earthy and lusty,” De-
Celles said. 
Even recent Disney films are 
still haunted by what Lawson re-
fers to as the “Indian Princess” 
stereotype, such as their 1995 ani-
mated version of Pocahontas. In a 
scene screened at the dinner, the 
chief’s daughter creeps through 
the grass, extending her muscular 
legs in what Lawson said Disney 
animators themselves claimed 
gave her a sexy, animalistic qual-
ity. Upon the film’s release, some 
complained that the character 
looked more like the black Brit-
ish supermodel Naomi Campbell 
than a Native American woman. 
Not to mention that the character 
was obviously much older in the 
cartoon than the 11- to 13-year-old 
Mike Gerrity
Montana Kaimin
See DIVERSITY, page 12
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EDITORIAL
The Montana Kaimin, in its 112th 
year, is published by the students 
of the University of Montana, 
Missoula. The UM School of 
Journalism uses the Montana 
Kaimin for practice courses but 
assumes no control over policy or 
content. 
The Montana Kaimin is printed on 
campus by Printing and Graphics.
Send letters to the editor to 
opinion@montanakaimin.com
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Politicking Time Bomb
The question of troop numbers
By Andrew Dusek
On Nov. 11, 1918, the 
battle-weary members of the 
world’s armed forces wit-
nessed the conclusion of the 
greatest conflict the world 
had ever known. It did not 
occur on the battlefield, where more than 10 million lives 
had been lost, but with an historic agreement that would 
be celebrated for generations to come. The Great War, as it 
was known, formally ended at the 11th hour of the 11th day 
of the 11th month of 1918 with the German signing of the 
Armistice agreement.
President Woodrow Wilson first proclaimed an Armi-
stice Day on Nov. 11, 1919, to remember all those whose 
lives had been lost or altered forever while fighting to ad-
vance freedom. It wasn’t until May 13, 1938, that Nov. 11 
of each year became recognized as a federal holiday and “a 
day to be dedicated to the cause of world peace and to be 
thereafter celebrated and known as ‘Armistice Day.’”
Today, we celebrate this yearly event as Veterans Day. 
It is a day when we give thanks to the countless men and 
women who’ve fought to secure and maintain our nation’s 
freedom. 
Last week, as our nation honored those who’ve served 
and sacrificed in foreign wars, political controversy sur-
rounding the status of one of our nation’s two lingering mili-
tary engagements revived a familiar debate.
The Obama administration’s decision for a troop surge in 
Afghanistan overshadowed national reverence for our fallen 
comrades with debate over the feasibility of the proposal, 
as well as its costs of both human life and taxpayer dollars. 
The proposal, first initiated by Gen. Stanley A. McChrys-
tal, asserts that the only way to suppress the Taliban resur-
gence and have a safe and stable Afghanistan is by adding 
40,000 extra troops and military personnel. 
The proposal understandably generates a mixture of 
emotions. Critics of the fiscal cost of the decision claim that 
such an escalation of troops would cost $40 billion to $50 
billion a year, raising the military budget to $734 billion. 
This is a costly move for Obama to make when the nation’s 
budget deficit is currently about $12 trillion and the presi-
dent is trying to pass expensive health care reform legisla-
tion.
Critics of the human cost simply restate casualty levels. 
Since Operation Enduring Freedom was first launched in 
2001, there have been near-
ly 1,500 coalition member 
deaths in Afghanistan. U.S. 
servicemen and women con-
tinue to die in the War on 
Terror, and so do numerous 
Afghan civilians. 
It is difficult to put a price tag on human life, whatever 
the nationality, but as the debate shows, the war has been 
costly in more ways than one.
There are important and valid arguments from the in-
side. Secretary of Defense Robert Gates, Secretary of State 
Hillary Clinton and Admiral Michael Mullen, the chairman 
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, seem to coalesce to Churchill’s 
assertion during World War II: “Give us the tools and we’ll 
finish the job.” They all support at least moderate troop es-
calation.  
However, other important officials on the ground are 
adamant that the proposal will fail. U.S. Ambassador to 
Afghanistan, Karl W. Eikenberry, and former U.N. repre-
sentative in the region, Peter Galbraith, shared their beliefs 
that a troop escalation could be detrimental without a stable 
Afghan government already in place. Both argue that to be 
successful in Afghanistan, the U.S. must find a viable ally 
in the country’s government. Hamid Karzai’s government is 
not the ally that the United States seeks. It is weak, unstable 
and plagued by corruption, evidenced by the highly conten-
tious recent election.
Understandably, this is a contentious issue with much at 
stake on the frontline. I personally believe that a troop es-
calation alone will not solve the crisis in Afghanistan. The 
political structure in the country is too unstable and opposi-
tion to foreign occupiers is too great. However, I sympathize 
with our troops and likewise believe they need the resources 
to finish the job.
I struggle with this issue, not based on party loyalty, but 
based on what is morally right and most beneficial to those 
whose lives are at stake. Whatever your position on the is-
sue, it can be agreed that the best thing our nation can do is 
honor our men and women in the armed services with our 
support and gratitude. It may not be a federal holiday, but it 
is enough to reaffirm that what is being fought for is impor-
tant and appreciated. andrew.dusek@umontana.edu
Andrew Dusek is a senior majoring in print journalism and interna-
tional relations and comparative politics.
Note to readers: Last Friday, a number of Kaimin cop-
ies were printed with the page numbers out of se-
quence. The issue was caused by an error at the print-
ing press and was beyond the control of the Kaimin 
newsroom staff.
College Republicans cross party lines
I attended the debate between the College Democrats 
and College Republicans on Thursday night, and I think 
the most striking part of the night was the way the College 
Republicans decided to cross party lines and agree with the 
Democratic platform on both of the social issues discussed. 
The Republican debater on the death penalty defended his 
party’s platform but then told the audience that he, as a 
Catholic, did not agree with the death penalty. Then, in the 
most interesting speech of the night, another Republican 
debater agreed with the Democratic position on gay mar-
riage, acknowledging that all people have the right to marry 
who they are called to love. Though he dodged the first part 
of the question, refusing to state his party’s official position 
on the issue, it was a brave departure from the official Re-
publican party platform, which supports defining marriage 
as between one man and one woman and supports homo-
sexuality being illegal in Montana. He stated, instead, that 
since America has no official religion, individual liberties 
were more important than a narrowly interpreted religious 
belief. Since he made no attempt to portray this view as his 
alone, it gives me hope that this is the view of the College 
Republicans as a whole. I applaud the Republican debater 
for bucking his party line, and I look forward to seeing him 
and other College Republicans at Montana Equality Now 
meetings in the future.
Daniel Viehland
sophomore,
journalism, political science,
Community Organizer, Montana Equality Now
Letters to the 
Editor
Will Melton, News Editor  
Happy Ho-Ho-Holidays, 
folks. All around town, 
signs of season’s greetings 
are popping up. Grocery 
stores are carrying Christ-
mas candies, hardware 
stores are stocking up on 
lights and department stores 
citywide are stuffed with 
stockings, plastic Christ-
mas trees and ugly sweaters. 
Manheim Steamroller came 
to Missoula with its cacoph-
onous carols last Thursday!
The best-selling movie 
Christmas coming a little too early these days
nation-wide last weekend? 
A Christmas Carol!
And why not? For 
Christ’s sake! Christmas is 
only six weeks away! Better 
get shopping!
Writer Gregg Easter-
brook, who does a sports 
column for ESPN called 
Tuesday Morning Quarter-
back, has been tracking what 
he titles “Christmas creep” 
for years. Easterbrook de-
fines Christmas creep as the 
inexorable march of holiday 
spirit from its traditional 
starting point at Thanksgiv-
ing, the previous major holi-
day, to early November, then 
to October, then to Septem-
ber. And now?
In his first column of 
the season, published on 
Aug. 21, Easterbrook fea-
tured notes from his readers 
pointing out this phenom-
enon around the nation. For 
example, many of Easter-
brook’s readers noted that in 
mid-July (July!), Sears and 
Kmart started their “Christ-
mas Lane” Web site. Now, 
we’ve all heard of “Christ-
mas in July,” but it’s just get-
ting ridiculous.
Easterbrook postulates 
that before long, the Christ-
mas season will be year-
round, a theory that doesn’t 
seem too hard to believe.
When did Christmas be-
come the most important 
day of the year? Why are 
we subjected to two, three, 
four-plus months of merry-
making?
To quote Clinton 
campaign strategist James 
Carville, “it’s the economy, 
stupid.”
Christmas is the only 
holiday where people spend 
exorbitant sums of money 
buying the newest violent 
video game, the latest gad-
get that will be totally out-
dated in three weeks and the 
most recent fashions in ugly 
sweaters, all in the name of 
holiday cheer. Marketers 
bought in on this and base 
their entire yearly sales on 
what happens the day after 
Thanksgiving, when they 
have their biggest sales of 
the season.
The reason it is called 
“Black Friday” is that it 
is the day that most retail 
stores go from being in the 
red (losing money) for the 
year to being in the black 
(gaining money).
Marketers realized years 
ago that, if they expanded 
the Christmas season be-
yond its traditional post-
Thanksgiving start date, 
consumers could be suck-
ered into buying more and 
spending more. And so we 
have Christmas candy and 
decorations gracing the 
aisles of our Albertsons 
starting on Nov. 1, giving 
the staff just a few hours to 
change over from Hallow-
een.
Don’t get me wrong. I 
love holidays, but we do not 
need more than a month to 
prepare for Christmas. A 
month of “Deck the Halls” 
and “Silent Night” is more 
than enough (I think even 
that’s too much, but I’m 
willing to compromise). 
And so it is time for us to 
rise up. It’s still autumn — 
celebrate the harvest, cel-
ebrate Thanksgiving. 
There’s plenty of time 
for Wassail and Yule logs in 
December. Enjoy November 
for what it is. Hold off shop-
ping until after Thanksgiv-
ing. Wait a couple of weeks 
before buying that Christ-
mas tree. 
So please, for my sake 
and for the sake of standing 
up to the ever-present mar-
keters, don’t deck the halls 
with boughs of holly until 
after Nov. 26.
william.melton@umontana.edu
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Me Jane, you Tarzan! … or 
The Imperialism of Institutional 
Empiricism
When someone with creden-
tials, the author of important 
books, pretends, from the restrict-
ed boundaries of the hygienic and 
orthopedic sanctity of his lab, to 
tell you what you are all about, 
you should activate the defenses of 
your critical, intellectual immune 
system. Danger looms on the ho-
rizon. There is nothing worse than 
an Ideology which refuses to ac-
knowledge itself as such and wants 
to pass for “objective science.”
During a UM Philosophy Fo-
rum Conference and a President’s 
Lecture Series Address, Profes-
sor David Buss spelled it all out 
clearly: we are all biology — es-
pecially our sexuality. Our geni-
talia, menses, hormones (i.e., our 
genes — not his/her jeans’ fetish-
istic curvature) are what drive us. 
There are no dates, fantasy, inhibi-
tions, unconscious compulsions or 
courtly love (fin’ amor). There are 
only nature-informed predators 
and their prey, killers and victims, 
rapists and hormone seducers, 
breeders and gene tacticians. Mat-
ing strategies preempt eroticism. 
Backed by a large vista of sta-
tistics and empirical data (better 
than rhetorical persuasion, power 
point gains more points), Buss af-
firms   (stating his empiricism as 
justification) that if you kill a love 
rival, it’s to maximize the spread 
of your gene pool, that men are 
more aggressive because of the Y 
chromosome and testosterone, that 
jealous murders exist to eliminate 
rival spermatozoids or eggs, that 
rape results from rape genes that 
increase the spread of the rapist’s 
genes (rape gene included), that 
psychological, psycho-sexual or 
socio-political problems all result 
from mere Environmental Evolu-
tionary Adaptedness (EEA)… 
Homosexuality exists in nature: 
rats sodomize each other in the 
lab! The fact that animals or hu-
mans trapped between four walls, 
become madly violent (e.g. in 
jails), doesn’t seem to matter.  Also 
out the window: human and social 
roots of class hatred, poverty or 
trauma-induced violence, altru-
ism, social consciousness, ideal-
ism, ethics and grace — all the 
“paraphernalia” which took thou-
sands of years “to soothe the wild 
breast.” In Buss’ mind, the “social 
animal” is a “beastly” animal, i.e., 
the fantasy of an animal! 
Professor Buss took us for a 
ride into a “Brave New World,” 
where cognitive “mind-modules” 
answering prehistoric adaptation 
problems, linked to evolutionary 
pressure, and reduced to simple 
cause-effect relations, are directly 
imprinting their diktats into our 
“dinosaur-brain,” programming 
our behavior. Out there, it’s a Dis-
ney Jungle revisited by Huxley and 
Watson! An Evolutionary funda-
mentalist Jurassic Park worse than 
a Puritan nightmare! Poor Dar-
win must be tossing around in his 
tomb. The original paradigm of 
Evolutionary Psychology is nature. 
But which nature? Of course, the 
one understood through a simplis-
tic reduction of the laws of evolu-
tionary adaptation. Buss is leading 
us by the nose into a vicious circle. 
Stephen Gould must also be roll-
ing over in his grave.
Professor Buss criticized the 
social sciences for ignoring Evo-
lutionary Psychology’s discover-
ies. In fact, the opposite is true. 
Evolutionary Psychology, for ideo-
logical reasons, chose to ignore 
post-structuralism, deconstruction 
and psychoanalysis. This “new 
science” is symptomatic of our 
age, of our postmodern capital-
ist world, where the reification of 
everything to the simple level of a 
commodity makes possible its ex-
changeability on the market.  It is 
easier to reduce a human behavior 
to a chemically-induced adaptive 
cause than to change it through 
hard, complex analytical work. A 
drug will do the job — or so they 
think! Drug out your “wild in-
stincts” and charge “the call of the 
wild” to your credit card.
The enemy is not the terrorist, 
the madman or the vagrant; not 
the foreigner, the extravagant poet 
or the pauper; not the weirdo, the 
unemployed, or the dreamer.   It 
is the institutional, white-coated 
doctor who wants to imprison 
you within your genes, your hor-
mones, or your instincts … to tell 
you what your behavior means by 
reducing it to that of Pleistocene 
men,  lab rats and  chimps.
If you still have doubts as to the 
human (and humanitarian) validity 
of Evolutionary Psychology, check 
out why its name was changed 
from Socio-Biology to Evolution-
ary Psychology. Students, hold 
onto your Humanities and Social 
Sciences teaching. Critical theory 
teaches critical healthy skepti-
cism. Cherish it dearly.
Michel Valentin
French professor
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Rape can only be blamed on 
rapist
In the Kaimin this Tuesday, a 
brief article about the recent rape 
investigation on campus was fea-
tured. An indirect quote from Ron 
Brunell, Director of Residence 
Life, regarding the case, stated 
that “UM students who party safe-
ly don’t need to worry.”
With all due respect to Mr. 
Brunell and the Kaimin, there 
is a phrase for that type of logic: 
Victim Blaming. The only sure-
fire way to be safe from rape is 
to live in a world where there are 
no rapists. It is almost suggesting 
that someone who does engage in 
these activities is somehow more 
deserving of being raped. 
The only one responsible for a 
rape is the rapist. Never the victim, 
no matter what activities (s)he was 
participating in. According to The 
Rape, Abuse and Incest National 
Network (RAINN) one in every 
six American women will expe-
rience an attempted or completed 
rape in her lifetime. It is disre-
spectful to the victims to imply 
that had they taken the right pre-
ventantive measures, they would 
have been spared such a horrible 
trauma.
I hope in the future, the Kai-
min’s reporters will be more sen-
sitive towards rape victims. Not 
implying that their behavior was 
an invitation to be raped would be 
a good start. 
Leah Grantham 
junior, Japanese
No one deserves to be raped
I am writing in response to the 
comments made in the article re-
garding the alleged rape in the 
dorms published on Nov. 10.   In 
the article, although not quoted, 
it was stated that Ron Brunell re-
flected, “UM students who party 
safe do not need to worry.”  
As a former SARC advocate 
and a current employee of the 
Crime Victim Advocate office, I 
find it disturbing that Mr. Brunell 
would make the comments he 
did about the alleged rape that 
occurred on campus.   This is ex-
actly the stereotype advocates of 
non-violence have been fighting 
against for decades.   Whether a 
woman is scantily-clad, “ham-
mered,” willing to accept an in-
vitation into a dorm room or even 
willing to extend the invitation, 
in no way does this mean that 
her “unsafe” actions make it ok 
for someone to sexually assault 
her.  There are certainly steps that 
can be taken to minimize the risk 
of assault (the buddy system, not 
accepting drinks and monitoring 
one’s alcohol consumption) but the 
fact that someone does not follow 
these guidelines does not make 
them deserving to be a victim.   
Mr. Brunell has helped many sur-
vivors during his career at the Uni-
versity of Montana, and I am hop-
ing he misspoke when we made 
this statement, as I would like to 
believe he does not truly feel this 
way.  In no way do I wish to attack 
Mr. Brunell.  
In any case, no one, under 
any circumstance, deserves to be 
raped.   I hope the young woman 
who was allegedly assaulted this 
weekend knows this, as well as all 
the other survivors, men and wom-
en, who have experienced such a 
traumatic event.  
Jenny Schuyler
senior, social work
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Kiri Weeks sits at the booth in the University Center for the Office of International Programs as a part of International Education Week.  Weeks gives out information to students interested in 
studying abroad.
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Doling out a world of knowledge
M
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BILLINGS — Hunters have 
almost met the state’s 75-ani-
mal season quota, so Montana 
on Monday ended its first public 
hunt for gray wolves since their 
removal from the endangered 
species list.
The action came two weeks 
before the season’s scheduled 
close. Hunting will continue in 
Idaho.
This year’s quota in Montana 
equals about 15 percent of a state-
wide wolf population estimated at 
500. Even with the success among 
hunters, the number of wolves in 
Montana is expected to increase 
this year by 20 percent or more be-
cause they’re such prolific breed-
ers.
Whether the hunts will be re-
peated next year is uncertain: A 
lawsuit to return the predator to 
the endangered list is pending be-
fore Judge Donald Molloy in U.S. 
District Court in Missoula.
Molloy has been sympathetic 
in past rulings to the objections 
raised by hunt critics. Nonethe-
less, he allowed this year’s inau-
gural wolf seasons in Montana 
and neighboring Idaho to pro-
ceed, citing the predator’s resil-
iency.
Montana wildlife commis-
sioner Bob Ream of Helena, a 
former researcher who spent 20 
years studying wolves, said the 
2009 season demonstrates the 
state can manage the animals ap-
propriately.
“For a first try, the state did 
very well,” Ream said Monday. “It 
happened quicker than a lot of us 
thought it would.”
Because the wolves killed 
were scattered across the state, 
Ream said the hunt might begin 
to put a dent in the number of 
livestock killed every year by the 
animals.
That’s become an increasing 
problem in recent years as wolves 
expanded into areas inhabited by 
people and livestock. Some ranch-
ers have pushed for a higher wolf 
quota, arguing that only a reduc-
tion in the overall population will 
prevent livestock attacks.
The first glimpse into whether 
hunting can reduce those attacks 
will come next spring when cattle 
and sheep have their young and 
wolf attacks typically begin, said 
Carolyn Sime, lead gray wolf bi-
ologist for Montana Fish, Wildlife 
and Parks.
First introduced in the mid-
1990s in backcountry areas of 
Yellowstone National Park and 
central Idaho, the predators have 
since spread across the Northern 
Rockies.
The order to halt Montana’s 
hunt came with 72 wolves taken 
through Sunday. State officials 
said the remaining wolves could 
be taken in the northern and south-
eastern portions of the state before 
the closure went into effect Mon-
day evening.
Wolf hunting in southeastern 
Montana closed Oct. 26. Hunters 
filled most of the quota there in 
an early season hunt concentrated 
just outside Yellowstone National 
Park.
Those shootings included 
four members of the park’s Cot-
tonwood Pack, which is famous 
among wolf watchers. The loss 
of those “Yellowstone wolves” 
sparked a backlash among con-
servationists who said Montana 
should have foreseen the kill-
ings.
State officials pledged to 
change their regulations next 
year to prevent a recurrence. Of-
ficials also will consider build-
ing in some lead time between 
when a wolf license is issued and 
when a hunter can take one of the 
animals.
Ream said at least two hunt-
ers bought licenses this year just 
hours before reporting they had 
shot one of the animals. That sug-
gests the licenses could have been 
bought after-the-fact, although no 
citations were issued.
In Idaho, 104 wolves have been 
taken out of a quota of 220.
The Idaho season is scheduled 
to end Dec. 31, but state officials 
said they were considering an ex-
tension of the hunt in some areas.
“We have real low harvest in 
a few units. A couple of them are 
ones we would like to have more 
harvest in,” Idaho Fish and Game 
Deputy Director Jim Unsworth 
told the Lewiston Tribune.
Wolf hunting success has var-
ied in Idaho. In the Lolo Zone, 
where the commission set a har-
vest limit of 27 wolves, just six 
have been taken. Hunters have 
killed 25 wolves in the Sawtooth 
Zone, which has a limit of 55. Just 
four wolves have been killed in the 
Selway Zone, which has a limit of 
17, and only three have been killed 
in the Salmon Zone, where the 
limit is 16.
With wolf quota nearly filled, Montana ends hunt
Associated Press
SANFORD, N.C. — For 
a week, authorities feverishly 
searched for a 5-year-old girl 
across central North Carolina, 
only to find her body Monday off 
a rural road following accusations 
the girl’s mother offered her for 
sex.
The investigation into the dis-
appearance of Shaniya Davis 
yielded the arrest of her mother 
and two other men, though one 
man was later released. Searchers 
found Shaniya dumped into the 
woods 30 miles from her home-
town of Fayetteville. Hundreds of 
volunteers hoping to find her alive 
left the site of the search dejected, 
unable to bring Shaniya home to 
an emotional father, her 7-year-old 
brother and the dolls she loved to 
play with.
“I still feel kind of sick to my 
stomach,” said Angela Jackson, 
27, from nearby Sanford, who 
has a two-month-old daughter but 
searched for consecutive days.
Particularly disturbing were the 
accusations lodged against Shani-
ya’s mother, 25-year-old Antoi-
nette Davis. Police charged Davis 
with human trafficking and felony 
child abuse, saying Shaniya was 
offered for prostitution.
Davis was calm and quiet dur-
ing a court appearance. She pro-
vided one-word answers to the 
judge’s questions. She requested a 
court-appointed attorney and did 
not enter a plea.
Her sister, Brenda Davis, 20, 
said she does not believe the 
charges.
“I don’t believe she could hurt 
her children,” said Brenda Davis, 
who spoke with her sister at the 
jail Sunday. Davis’ aunt, Yvonne 
Mitchell, said the mother had two 
jobs and would never harm the 
child.
Authorities also charged Mario 
Andrette McNeill, 29, with kid-
napping after they said surveil-
lance footage from a Sanford ho-
tel showed him carrying Shaniya. 
Authorities said McNeill admitted 
taking the girl, though his attorney 
said he will plead not guilty.
Fayetteville police spokeswom-
an Theresa Chance declined to 
talk about additional charges. She 
also wouldn’t comment on a cause 
of death or the condition of Shani-
ya’s body, except to say that state 
investigators planned to retrieve it 
about 100 feet off the road.
“Detectives have been running 
off adrenaline to find this little 
girl and to bring her home alive,” 
Chance said. “You have a lot of 
people in shock right now.”
Davis reported Shaniya missing 
from a mobile home park Tuesday. 
Authorities first arrested Clarence 
Coe, but charges against him were 
dropped a day later when investi-
gators tracked down McNeill after 
receiving a tip from a hotel em-
ployee.
Additional information led in-
vestigators to a search site near 
Sanford on Sunday. They contin-
ued searching Monday, scouring 
miles of landscape, roads, ravines 
and fields on four-wheelers and 
with helicopters.
“We were hoping that someone 
could carry her home,” said Syd 
Severe, 42, who came from Ra-
leigh to help with the search. “It’s 
just sick.”
A cluster of emergency vehicles 
and law enforcement gathered 
where Shaniya’s body was found. 
Authorities blocked access to the 
road, a rural area popular with 
hunters that is less than a mile 
from a lakeside community.
On Monday night, dozens of 
people attended a vigil at a Bap-
tist church about two miles from 
where the body was found.
“We have kids and it just hit so 
close to home. It’s unbelievable 
how somebody can just do some-
thing that horrible to something so 
precious,” said organizer Crystal 
Godfrey, who lives a few miles 
from where the body was found.
Shaniya’s father, Bradley Lock-
hart, said he raised his daughter 
for several years but last month 
decided to let her stay with her 
mother. He had pleaded for her 
safe return.
Lockhart told The Associated 
Press on Saturday that he and Da-
vis never argued about him raising 
Shaniya, and Cumberland County 
courts had no record of a custody 
dispute. He described his relation-
ship with Davis as a “one-night 
stand” and said he did not know 
McNeill.
Davis struggled financially 
over the years, but she recently got 
a job and her own place, so Lock-
hart said he decided to give her a 
chance with their daughter.
“I should’ve never let her go 
over there,” he said Saturday night. 
A friend at Lockhart’s home Mon-
day afternoon said Lockhart did 
not want to speak with reporters.
Authorities find body of missing 5-year-old girl Monday
Associated Press
“We have 
real low 
harvest in a 
few units. A 
couple of 
them are 
ones we 
would like to 
have more 
harvest in.”
-Jim Unsworth, 
Idaho Fish and 
Game Deputy 
Director
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Filling the air with song
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
The UM Women’s Chorus sings a traditional Macedonian folksong, “Sto mi e milo,” during their fall recital in the Music Recital Hall Monday evening.  The choir is working on singing rich music from the mind, 
not the stomach, says choir director Maya Morales.
HELENA — Montana’s Land 
Board said Monday it will wait 
at least another month to decide 
on leasing vast state-owned coal 
tracts — a development plan ei-
ther decried as a “global crime” 
or lauded as a boon to the state’s 
economy.
The five statewide elected of-
ficials — all Democrats from the 
governor down — face a decision 
ripe with political consequences. 
The board members must decide 
what to do with more than half a 
billion tons of coal beneath 9,500 
acres of land near Ashland just as 
private development plans gain 
steam.
Developing coal would cer-
tainly anger conservationists, a 
core Democratic constituency. But 
opposing the development in the 
midst of a recession could be hard 
to explain to voters.
With supporters and opponents 
of the coal deal anxiously waiting, 
the board decided Monday to post-
pone its decision until December.
“I do believe that it is appro-
priate for the public to have a lit-
tle more time to look at this and 
make comments,” said Secretary 
of State Linda McCulloch, who 
made the motion to delay.
Environmental groups and op-
ponents pressured the board dur-
ing public comments to delay a 
decision.
“I am really afraid of the idea of 
the leaders I helped elect — I actu-
ally voted for all of you — would 
go ahead and create a giant new 
strip mine in Montana,” said Hel-
ena resident Jonathan Matthews. 
“As a citizen of Montana, I want 
my leaders to do the right thing.”
The issue came to a head last 
week when adjacent parcels of 
privately owned coal were leased 
to the nation’s second-largest 
coal mining company, Arch 
Coal Inc. of St. Louis. The move 
stepped up pressure on the five-
member Land Board, made up of 
the state’s top five elected offi-
cials and chaired by Gov. Brian 
Schweitzer.
Arch plans to use the coal to 
serve power plants in the northern 
U.S. and provide future supplies 
the company to expand into coal 
markets in the Pacific Rim.
The newly leased reserves 
contain 731 million tons of coal. 
Combined with Montana’s tracts 
containing 572 million tons, the 
1.3 billion tons of reserves in the 
Powder River Basin amount to 
more coal than the entire United 
States burns in a year.
Developers say, however, that 
the state must OK development on 
its land because the coal tracts are 
arranged in a checkerboard fash-
ion.
Arch is paying Great Northern 
Properties a front-end bonus of 
$73.1 million for the leases, and 
royalty payments could top $1 
billion over the next 40 years if a 
mine is developed.
Land Board members ap-
proached after the meeting re-
mained coy about which way they 
are leaning on the deal.
State Auditor Monica Lindeen 
said she needs to make sure the 
price is right and that environmen-
tal concerns on such issues as wa-
ter quality are met.
McCulloch said neither oppo-
nents nor supporters are address-
ing the only issue the Land Board 
is legally required to deal with: 
The board is charged with man-
aging state lands to benefit school 
coffers, she noted.
McCulloch, previously the 
superintendent of public instruc-
tion, said she will be doing more 
research.
Schweitzer said Attorney Gen-
eral Steve Bullock raised some 
good points in looking at the fine 
print on the proposed lease deal. 
And he noted the state has not 
leased coal since 1995, so needs 
more time to make sure it’s done 
right.
“I think we should measure 
twice and cut once,” the governor 
said.
But Schweitzer stopped short of 
saying that means leasing the Ot-
ter Creek tracts is imminent once 
the details are worked out on pro-
posed language and pricing.
“In general, I am a supporter of 
coal,” Schweitzer offered, without 
making a commitment on wheth-
er he will ultimately support the 
plans.
Bullock said Otter Creek faces 
other hurdles, like separate state 
and federal environmental rules, 
increased national concerns over 
coal and an uncertain market.
“The final chapters won’t be 
decided next month, or the month 
after, because there is a long pro-
cess involved in all of this,” the at-
torney general said.
Supporters hope the board will 
agree to move forward.
“You hold a key to opening 
the economy for southeastern 
Montana,” said Don McDowell, 
Powder River County commis-
sioner. “You hold the key that 
would bring good paying jobs 
to our communities. Please open 
this door for us.”
Montana Land Board delays decision on leasing coal tracts
Associated Press
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Audience members yell to win free T-shirts at the Banff Mountain Film Festival World Tour at the Univeristy Theatre. For the 18th year in a row, Missoula was treated to a variety of outdoor films.
Mountain film giveaway frenzy
www.montanakaimin.com
HELENA — Registered care-
giver Chris Williams was making 
deliveries to medical marijuana 
patients recently when he was 
pulled over by a law enforcement 
officer.
Williams knew he had bags of 
marijuana in his vehicle, and that 
he was perfectly legal, but he still 
got a knot in his stomach when the 
officer asked to search the car.
“I know I’m legal but I don’t 
know if the officer knows the law,” 
Williams said. “I know I have to 
trust them, but I don’t know what 
to do. So I called my lawyer.”
Attorney Chris Lindsey un-
derstood the dilemma. But he and 
Williams are two of the owners 
of Montana Cannabis, a company 
that grows medical marijuana in 
the Helena area for clients, and 
they want to be up front about 
their business.
“We’re both nervous as hell. 
The lawyer in me says no way can 
you search my client’s car. But I 
know we have nothing to hide and 
we don’t want to be adversarial, so 
I told Chris to let them search the 
car,” Lindsey said.
“They were really nice, and af-
ter 45 minutes for a traffic stop, I 
drove away,” Williams recounted. 
“We are helping people, and we 
have to trust law enforcement. But 
it was really awkward for a while.”
Montana voters in 2004 legal-
ized marijuana for medicinal pur-
poses.
It also puts law enforcement 
officials in an awkward position, 
notes Lewis and Clark County 
Sheriff Leo Dutton.
“I can understand their appre-
hension, because it’s something 
new on the horizon,” Dutton said. 
“When you see someone smoking 
out in an open area, or growing it 
out in the open, we have to check 
it out. You try to be compassionate 
for the people who need it, but it’s 
also illegal from the federal stand-
point — although I don’t have to 
deal with that.”
President Barack Obama an-
nounced earlier this month that 
he has ordered federal officials 
to back off on arresting medical 
marijuana users and suppliers as 
long as they conform to state laws.
Dutton knows that Montana 
Cannabis and other caregivers 
grow marijuana in the county, and 
he catches himself calling their 
gardening “grow operations,” 
which is law talk for illegal mari-
juana nurseries. He’s a little skep-
tical about the legitimacy of some 
of the ailments for which people 
are obtaining medical marijuana, 
but his job is to follow the law.
He notes that members of the 
Missouri River Task Force toured 
Montana Cannabis’ nursery, and re-
ported back to him. Dutton wants to 
visit with the business owners in the 
near future, he added, to establish 
some kind of working relationship.
Medical marijuana has police on edge
Associated Press
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Matthew Brenner kicks a 45-yard field goal during the “Kick for Cash” promotion at Saturday’s Griz game. The kick, a do-
over attempt from the Oct. 31 game, earned Brenner $10,000.
Kicking for cash
www.montanakaimin.com
counselor and find out if they are 
eligible.
She also said that people with 
tattoos are no longer excluded 
from donating, if they were done 
in a licensed Montana parlor. Peo-
ple who have been inked out-of-
state should also call a counselor 
to see if they are eligible.
Those who received flu vac-
cines are cleared to donate, but 
anyone who recently received any 
other type of vaccination should 
call a counselor, as well.
Brehm said anyone interested 
in donating blood should eat a 
complete meal about an hour be-
fore they go in and should start 
drinking more beverages as early 
as the day before.
The better a person is hydrated, 
the easier it is to find a vein and 
the better they bleed, Brehm said. 
The drive will run from 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. each day with vegetarian 
chili and other food for the donors. 
To donate, a person needs to be 
18 years old, or 17 with a consent 
form signed by a parent. A list of 
all the requirements can be found 
at http://www.redcross.org/en/eli-
gibility.
cody.bloomsburg@umontana.edu
BLOOD
From page 1
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Griz senior Jack McGillis tips a ball in over North Dakota’s Derek Benter during Montana’s 61-37 victory over the Fighting 
Sioux.
For Brian Qvale, it was a com-
ing-out party. For Anthony John-
son, it was just another day at the 
office.
In front of a thin Sunday after-
noon crowd, the senior duo helped 
the Montana men’s basketball 
team finish the Karl Tyler Classic 
with an unbeaten record in three 
games as the Griz downed Loyola 
Marymount 64-63. Tournament 
MVP Johnson’s 22-point perfor-
mance and Qvale’s 16-point game 
spearheaded the Montana effort in 
a contest they nearly let slip away. 
The Griz were up 62-58 with 
just over a minute to play, when 
Loyola guard Drew Viney stole a 
pass from Johnson and finished 
under the hoop to pull the Lions 
within two. After Johnson calm-
ly knocked down a pair of free 
throws, it was Viney’s turn to an-
swer.
The sophomore dribbled the 
length of the court and drilled 
a 3-pointer from the top of the 
circle, and it was a one-point ball 
game with eight seconds to play.
Montana’s Derek Selvig threw 
away the ensuing inbound pass, 
and Loyola had one last chance to 
claw its way back. On the game’s 
final possession, the Lions missed 
a layup and two put-backs before 
the clock ran out and Montana 
snuck out of Dahlberg Arena with 
a heart-stopping win.
Qvale, who joined Johnson on 
the all-tournament team, contin-
ued his surprising display of early-
season offensive prowess, going 
five-for-five in just 11 minutes in 
the first half, including a stretch 
where the senior scored on four 
consecutive possessions.
Montana coach Wayne Tinkle 
said the key to Qvale’s output has 
been the confidence that has come 
with all the hours he has put in 
during the offseason.
“He’s playing with so much 
confidence, it’s like the weight of 
the world is off his shoulders,” 
Tinkle said of Qvale. “He knows 
Matt McLeod
Montana Kaimin
that we want to get him the ball. 
He knows that we expect him to 
get us results.”
Tinkle acknowledged that 
Montana has been looking to get 
the center involved in the action 
this year, but Qvale said his past 
scoring struggles were his fault — 
not his team’s.
“That’s all on me,” Qvale said. 
“I have to get myself open, and I 
know that when I do, these guys 
are going to find me.”
After a quiet first half in which 
he only attempted three shots, the 
preseason All-American Johnson 
came out firing in the second, fin-
ishing an efficient 7-9 from the 
field. He was also perfect from 
the free-throw stripe, going 4-4 
on two trips to the line in the final 
two minutes. 
Getting teammates touches ear-
ly and taking over late was a game 
plan Johnson stressed coming into 
the year, and that is exactly what 
he stuck to Sunday. He said smart 
shot selection goes hand-in-hand 
with senior leadership, something 
he said that he and Qvale demon-
strated by scoring a combined 38 
points on just 18 shots.
“We want to make sure we 
get good looks, but it’s more than 
that,” Johnson said. “We set the 
right standard for these young-
er guys. It’s our job to lead by 
Griz basketball caps perfect weekend
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
The Lady Griz refuse to make 
excuses. 
But Robin Selvig’s club has 
been leveled by early season inju-
ries, and that certainly did not help 
on opening weekend. 
UM fell to Colorado State 72-
64 on Friday and lost by 30 points 
to Wyoming on Sunday. The Lady 
Griz are without junior forward 
and returning starter Sarah Ena, 
who sustained an ankle injury in 
practice last week. 
“We should have her back this 
weekend,” said UM head coach 
Selvig. “We don’t have a lot of 
players with experience. It’s tough 
not to have her.”
Also missing in action was 
backup point guard and redshirt 
freshman Ashley Ferda and soph-
omore forward Misty Atkinson. 
In what was originally reported 
as a season-ending knee injury 
by local media, Selvig confirmed 
Monday that Atkinson’s knee will 
not require surgery, and he hopes 
he will see her back on the court 
before the new year. 
“(Atkinson’s knee is) not going 
to require an operation,” Selvig 
said. “Those two could get back 
around Christmas. (Ferda is) out 
for four to five weeks, for sure.”
Regardless of the injuries, start-
ing senior point guard Shaunte 
Nance-Johnson isn’t using them 
as an excuse for the Lady Griz’s 
troubles last weekend. 
“Having Sarah is huge — that 
is our best rebounder,” Nance-
Johnson said. “It does kind of 
throw you off a little bit, but it’s no 
excuse. Not every game is going to 
be easy.”
Nance-Johnson scored 12 
points over the course of the week-
end, including 10 of Montana’s 38 
against Wyoming. 
“We learned a lot of things 
that we got to improve on,” said 
Selvig, adding that staying out of 
foul trouble and better rebounding 
were the team’s biggest priorities 
right now.
The Lady Griz were out-re-
bounded 95-72 in the two games 
on the road and had a player foul 
out in each contest. 
“Everyone needs to learn 
how to box out and get the ball,” 
Nance-Johnson said. “We need to 
be making sure we stay in front of 
our player better.” 
Senior forward Lauren Beck 
said fatigue hit the team late 
against Wyoming, thus contrib-
uting to the 30-point loss. “Shots 
didn’t fall, and when they didn’t 
fall, we got a little lazy on de-
fense,” Beck said.
Montana shot only 24.6 percent 
from the field against Wyoming.
However, last weekend wasn’t a 
total loss — four players got their 
first taste of collegiate basketball. 
The three true freshmen forwards, 
Alyssa Smith, Kenzie DeBoer and 
Katie Baker, all averaged at least 
20 minutes per game and redshirt 
freshman Alexandra Hurley aver-
aged 10 minutes per game over the 
weekend.
After scoring 23 points against 
Colorado State, DeBoer leads 
the team in scoring after the first 
weekend, averaging 12.5 points 
per game.
“(The freshmen are) always re-
ally aggressive players, and they 
always play really hard,” Beck 
said. “They do a good job of dis-
tributing the ball, and it really 
helps us out.”
While Selvig knows that his 
freshmen are talented, he also 
knows that they are going to be do-
ing some on-the-job training.
“Experience is something that 
there’s only one way of getting it, 
and that’s playing,” Selvig said. 
“Experience is invaluable.”
troy.warzocha@umontana.edu
“
”
It’s our job
to lead
by example 
and get
everybody
playing team
basketball.
Anthony Johnson, senior
example and get everybody play-
ing team basketball.”
Viney led Loyola (1-2) with 22 
points, while guard Larry Davis 
added 19 points and 11 rebounds.
After weekend wins over North 
Dakota, Boise State and Loyola, 
the Griz sit at 3-0 heading into 
Thursday’s game at the University 
of Denver.
Tinkle said his club has a few 
wrinkles to iron out as it wades 
into the thick of its non-conference 
schedule, but that his guys con-
vinced him they have heart.
“We’ve got a ton of character 
and a ton of toughness,” Tinkle 
said. matthew.mcleod@umontana.edu
Shorthanded Lady Griz drop first two of season
Troy Warzocha
Montana Kaimin “ ”
Shots didn’t fall, and when they didn’t fall, 
we got a little lazy on defense.
Lauren Beck, senior forward
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The University of Montana 
women’s club hockey team has 
been rebuilding over the past sev-
eral years. Finding experienced 
players from the university has 
proven to be a struggle, often re-
quiring the team to fill vacant ros-
ter spots with players who are new 
to the game. 
Last season, the Griz took a 
step toward becoming a reliable 
threat in the Northwest Club hock-
ey scene: winning several tourna-
ments while fielding a roster deep 
in talent and experience. 
This year, it looks as if the team 
is almost rebuilt. Montana skated 
away with a championship last 
weekend at the Rick Bayer Har-
vest Moon tournament in Helena. 
Sarah Midthun is in her third 
season with the team. After play-
ing competitively during high 
school in Alaska, Midthun has 
spent the past couple seasons as 
one of the veterans on a team full 
of first-time players. But this year, 
Midthun said, the team is much 
more experienced, and that helped 
pay off last weekend.
“It’s looking really good this 
Lady Griz hockey gains competitive edge
year,” Midthun said. “In previous 
years, we’ve had a lot of girls who 
never played before. This year, ev-
eryone has played.”
A talented crop of freshman, in-
cluding Ashlen Welch and Devan 
Annan, has aided in the team’s fast 
start this season. In prior years, the 
team would often rely on players 
such as Midthun or senior Kendall 
Cole to spark the team, but Midt-
hun said this season has become 
more of a team effort. 
“More people are contributing 
to the team and contributing to the 
wins. We are able to put together 
lines that are pretty evenly talent-
ed,” she said.
Seventh-year head coach Troy 
Dvorak said the talent this season 
is the best he has had while he has 
been with the program. That tal-
ent has provided Dvorak with the 
ability to coach strategy and logis-
tics during practices and games in-
stead of teaching basic fundamen-
tals to beginning players. 
“We have a lot more sustain-
able depth this year. We’re pretty 
even from our first to third line,” 
Dvorak said. “I now have the free-
dom to put people in positions that 
they might not normally play. I 
have the freedom to coach players 
out of their element and still feel 
comfortable with playing them.”
The depth of the roster was 
evident last weekend as a tourna-
ment scoring rule was enforced 
that curbed Montana’s top scorer. 
Midthun, who has led the team 
in scoring the past two seasons, 
scored two goals in the first game 
of the tournament. The rules of 
the tournament state a player can’t 
score more than two goals in one 
game. With restrictions on her of-
fensive game, Midthun dropped 
back to defense and let the rest of 
the team take over. 
“It wasn’t that big of a deal. I 
had to drop back on defense, but 
we have people up front this year 
that are producing, so they didn’t 
really need me,” Midthun said. 
The Griz won the champion-
ship game 3–2 over a local wom-
en’s team from Bozeman, good for 
their second tournament win in 
the fall campaign. The Lady Griz 
also won a local tournament over 
Halloween weekend.
Dvorak said the experience and 
confidence levels of his players 
proved pivotal in the tournament 
wins. In the past, Dvorak said his 
team didn’t know how to react 
in pressure situations. This year, 
Dvorak said, is different. One ex-
ample came on Sunday. The team 
had captured a semifinal win that 
morning, just one hour before it 
took to the ice against the Boze-
man club for the title tilt. But fa-
tigue wasn’t a factor.
“In past years, it wasn’t neces-
sarily the lack of talent that held us 
back. It was the lack of the belief 
that we can be competitive,” Dvor-
ak said. “In this tournament, we 
were able to use that to our advan-
tage. We came out and controlled 
the play rather than reacting to 
what other teams did to us.”
Improvement has followed the 
Griz each of the past several sea-
sons. This season is the best group 
that Dvorak has had during his ten-
ure, but he still expects the depth 
to improve each year as women’s 
hockey around the country contin-
ues to grow in popularity. 
“When I started coaching six 
years ago, I think we were see-
ing the falling end of the gen-
eration issue of girls not being 
involved with playing hockey,” 
Dvorak said. “Now with women 
playing youth hockey and start-
ing at a young age, you’re going to 
start seeing more talented players 
around here.”
tyson.alger@umontana.edu
Talented players join team; experienced returners going strong
Tyson Alger
Montana Kaimin
“ ”
In previous years, we’ve had a lot of girls who
never played before. This year, everyone has played.
Troy Dvorak, head coach
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Clockwise from bottom left: Juniors Brittney Brown and Stephanie Turner, senior Taryn Wright and freshman Mie Lindgren celebrate after scoring against Sacramento State during their game 
on Nov. 13.  The team won in the fifth game of the match with a score of 15–4.
Ali Vandergon/Montana Kaimin
Lucky ‘7’ triumphs on Friday the 13th
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girl on whom the story was based. 
The 1950 film starring Jimmie 
Stewart called “Broken Arrow” 
features a romantic relationship 
between Stewart and a 16-year-old 
Debra Paget, an American actress 
who dons red make-up to play 
another chief’s daughter “Son-
seeahray.” Though the film was 
praised at the time for giving Na-
tive Americans a “balanced” por-
trayal, Lawson and DeCelles agree 
that it still takes full advantage of 
the sexualized Indian princess 
stereotype, just like the other two 
Disney characters.
“All three were objects for a 
white man’s affection,” DeCelles 
said.
Examples of Native Americans 
portrayed as blood-thirsty savages 
were also collected from movies 
like “Dances With Wolves” and 
“The Last of the Mohicans,” all 
of which showed half-clothed men 
decked out in feathers and war 
paint, slaughtering British colo-
nialists or shooting American set-
tlers in the back with arrows. But 
the more subtle “noble savage” 
image was also explored in both 
films, portraying Indian leaders 
that displayed more charisma and 
wisdom than the “blood-thirsty 
savages” and also conversing pri-
marily with the white protago-
nists, which dictated the vast ma-
jority of “Dances With Wolves,” 
Lawson said.
“In the end, it was still about 
Lt. Dunbar. Not the Sioux,” Law-
son said.
The push for contemporary Na-
tive American characters in film 
has been a slow process. Lawson 
said that in the mainstream Hol-
lywood market, there is little or 
no audience interested in seeing 
portrayals of Native Americans 
outside of the romantic old west-
ern context.
For that to change, Lawson 
said independent Native American 
filmmakers must act on their own 
and take the hands-on approach. 
She encouraged interested stu-
dents to join the Indigenous Film-
makers Club at UM as a start.
DeCelles’ brother, T. Cecil De-
Celles, a senior in creative writing 
trying to get some of his creative 
fiction published, said he finds 
that when he includes details about 
Native American characters in his 
samples, publishers often tell him 
they believe he will be published, 
but they’re not the agency for him.
“I have been rejected over 150 
times,” he said.
He says he is considering self-
publication if no pre-established 
publishers take interest in his work 
soon.
michael.gerrity@umontana.edu
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K A I M I N  C L A S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for 
advertisements which are placed in the 
Kiosk. We urge all readers to use their 
best judgement and investigate fully any 
offers of employment, investment or re-
lated topics before paying out any money.
Student/Faculty/Staff
$1.15 per 5-word line/day
Off Campus
$1.25 per 5-word line/day
R A T E S
Lost and found ads may be placed in 
the Kiosk free of charge. They can 
be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.
The Kiosk runs 4 days per week. Prepay-
ment is required. Ads may be placed at 
DAH 207 or via FAX: 243-5475, email: 
kaiminads@gmail.com or call 243-6541.
                      FOR RENT
Furnished rooms for rent Missoula  
everything included-even housekeeper  
$310/mo and up. Call now 866-728-2664  
www.ValueAddedRentals.com
                HELP WANTED
Vet hospital seeking part-time employee 
to clean stalls and do basic daily duties. 
Contact bmvh4646@aol.com
Survey takers needed. Make 5-$25 per 
survey. Go to www.GetPaidToThink.com
                     SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Student  
discount! Computer Central 136 E.  
Broadway 542-6540
Computer Problems? Free Diagnosis! Free 
Diagnosis! Close to campus. First Call 
Computer Solutions. 721-4592
DUI Defense Associates. Don’t Plead 
Guilty. Call 721-3726
Take the Tobacco Free UM survey today. 
Look for it in your umontana email 
account (junk folder too).
                    FOR SALE
Brand New Mattress Sets: Twin mattresses 
alone $69.00, Twin sets $139.00, Full sets 
$149.00, Queen sets $159.00, King sets 
$259.00. Full House Furniture, 549-0601. 
Great local deals on all types of brand new 
furniture. Please visit our site at  
www.fullhousefurniture.com,  
or call 549-0601.
                  PERSONALS
Feeling stressed? The TM technique 
reduces anxiety. www.tm.org - Paula 
207-7496
Can’t breathe? Quit smoking kits at Curry 
Rm 112 243-2809.  
Counseling and Psychological Services. 
Personal counseling appointments 
available. Please call 243-4711
expanded by a group within the 
church to include animals.
Cathy Reich, a Unitarian, was 
at the dinner and talked about how 
she left a church service once to 
help an injured crow in the yard.
“I couldn’t sit through the ser-
vice,” Reich said, “because I knew 
it was out there.”
Into the potluck walked Jim 
and Judy Moore, who were the last 
ones to arrive.
“We didn’t bring any chickens,” 
Jim said.
“Yeah. We have chickens as 
guests, not as dinner,” Eakins said.
Eakins runs New Dawn Mon-
tana with her husband. They 
rescue abused or neglected farm 
animals that would normally be 
used for food. A family in Bill-
ings found Xerxes, the turken, 
when dogs were attacking him 
and they brought him to New 
Dawn. 
The vegan potluck tradition start-
ed last spring, and because Saturday 
was the group’s first November din-
ner, Eakins thought that a vegan 
Thanksgiving would be fitting.
The spread included most of 
the Thanksgiving staples, but with 
some tweaking where necessary. 
There was pumpkin pie, apple pie 
and cranberry sauce. There was 
also tofurkey, a tofu-based food 
that tastes like turkey. There was 
salad with a dressing that con-
tained no dairy, gravy made with-
out any animal fat and potato salad 
that was heavy on the mustard, 
with no mayonnaise.
Thirteen attended the potluck, 
the largest number so far, and it 
was an even mix of regulars and 
first-timers.
Nancy Mills helped form the 
potluck idea, but admitted that this 
was the first time in a while that 
she has attended.
As she sat down with her full 
plate, she immediately joined 
in the topic of conversation that 
would end up dominating most of 
the dinner: food. 
“It’s so good to find a vegan 
cheese product that actually tastes 
good,” Mills said to a chorus of 
agreements.
“It’s great to go to a potluck 
where you can eat everything,” 
said guest Amanda Dawsey. Her 
comment was echoed by others 
who welcomed the relief.
Some complained about there 
not being enough vegan-friendly 
shows on TV.
“Top Chef is awful,” Dawsey 
said. “I watch it …”
“… but then I feel guilty,” said 
Judith Gaughran, chiming in to 
finish the thought.
The conversation was relaxed 
and free of confrontations about 
meat or worries about what they 
were eating.
“We’ll try to do this every 
year,” Eakins said as the dinner 
wound down.
In the corner, one of the guests 
of honor cooed, while some at the 
table got up for seconds.
kimball.bennion@umontana.edu
Greg Lindstrom/Montana Kaimin
The audience at the Diversity Dinner plays an ice-breaker game in the UC Ballroom Monday night.  The game and dinner were meant to inform people about issues relating 
to minorities and majorities and the issues faced by both groups.
VEGAN
From page 1
DIVERSITY
From page 1
The Kaimin invites letters to the editor and guest columns.
Letters should be 300 words or fewer, and columns should be about 700 words. Please 
e-mail both to opinion@montanakaimin.com, or drop them off in Don Anderson Hall 208. 
Make sure to include a phone number.
